Join the revolution and curb the
pollution by…

….. planting trees, as many as possible . - Aaditya Ashwin
….. conserving water and creating awareness. -Aahana Yadav.
….. usingcarpool or public transportation to save fuel . -Aanvi Malapani
….. reducing the production of toxic waste- - Aarav Dhawan
….. avoiding plastics as much as possible . .Advik Rastogi
….. using reusable containers, bottles etc. -Agrima Jain
….. conserving energy at home and the school. -Alveera Aayat Bashir
….. conserving energy everywhere . -Amogh Mishra
….. increasing the use of solar energy. .-Anabhra Verma
…...spreading awareness and by encouraging people to plant trees. Anshuman Amrit
….. always using recyclable products. - Anurag Borpujari
…...always using both sides of the paper and minimizing the wastage of paper. - Arnav Jain
….. buying items made of recycled things. .-Aryan Singh
…...educating everyone around you and creating clubs for the same. -Ayaan Arora
….. adopting the three Rs- reduce, reuse and recycle . .-Ayushman Singh
…...buying eco- friendly products and avoiding plastics as much as possible. -Brinda Chakraverty
….. starting anti litter campaigns to educate the community . .-Dayana Grover
….. buying wooden toys and doing away with plastic toys. .-.Kaamakhya Bhardwaj
….. making a compost pile at home and encouraging the community to do the same. .-Manha Shera
….. planting trees in the neighbourhood. -Mirdul Grover
…...making innovations to save our mother earth. .-Mrigank Bhargava. ….. cycling and walking where ever required. Naai lRahman
….. using reusable bags or cloth bags for shopping. -Naina Sharma
….. joining environment groups and working with them. -Prsheeta Swami
….. growing your own vegetables and herbs in your backyard. - Rabi
….. carrying your own bag to the shopping stores. -Rakshit Maurya
….. saying no to straws and plastic glasses. -Sanskriti Sharma
….. buying reusable bottles and encouraging your family to do the same . -Sanvi
….. using environmentally safe cleaning products at home. .-Sara
….. composting food and wet waste . -Sarthak Sharma
….. conserving energy, at home ,in school and everywhere. .-Shanvi Srivastva
….. volunteering to clean your neighbourhood. - Shaurya Gupta
….. making use of public transport or to walk whenever possible. Shaurya Kaushik
….. saving water and educating people on how to conserve water. .-Shayaan Ahmad
….. adopting eco- friendly ways. -Siya Khosla
….. creating awareness and stopping people from throwing chemical waste in the water
bodies.
….. using bio-degradable materials.
….. boycotting single use plastic which is harmful for the environment.

- Stuti Bishnoi
-Umair
-Vibhu Gupta

